
After everybody being “locked down” 
a few years ago, educational seminars 

are back and stronger than ever.  And make 
no mistake, seminars are a powerful pros-
pecting tool…the most powerful, at least 
in my opinion.   With a seminar, you have 
an hour of uninterrupted time where you 
can build credibility with your audience 
by showing your knowledge on various 
topics. Furthermore, and most importantly, 
if you are a likable and engaging presenter 
there is an emotional connection that hap-
pens over an hour-long period between the 
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audience and the presenter.  This connection 
cannot easily happen with other forms of 
prospecting/marketing.

Understanding the power of seminars, 
years back when I started my IMO I tested 
various seminar systems that other IMOs 
and seminar vendors had offered. I was on a 
mission to find the best seminar system out 
there so I could offer that to the agents that 
worked with my company.  After testing 
several seminar systems and spending a ton 
of money, I did get results.  Again, seminars 
work!  However, I had observed some flaws 
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in almost every system out there that I felt 
could be improved upon.  After all, nobody 
is perfect, and no “system” is perfect.  But 
I thought there were areas where the sys-
tems could become “more perfect.”  So, I 
eventually told myself “Self, if I want to be 
100 percent bought into a seminar system that I 
offer my agents, I just need to create it myself so 
that those flaws do not exist.”  After a couple 
of years of development, tens of thousands 
of dollars spent testing, scores of seminars, 
and losing every strand of my hair on my 
head, I feel that I cracked the code.  

Through that process I feel that I gained 
a lot of information that can pass on to the 
financial professionals that want to conduct 
seminars.  This article is going to address 
one of about twenty or so of those “improve-
ment areas.” The other nineteen areas are 
beyond the scope of this article. 

The improvement area that I want to 
focus on is extremely important for agents 
that want to run a good business.  It has 
to do with money!  That is, the expense of 
the seminars versus return on investment.  
After all, most of us are not 501c (nonprofit) 
organizations!

Paying for seminars
At the time almost all seminar systems 

got consumers to the meetings by direct 
mail. For example, with one of the seminar 
systems that I tested they told me that the 
cost per mailer was $.50. Very normal cost.  
They also told me that I should do around 
6,000 mailers per seminar, which would be 
an expense of $3,000. Furthermore, I was 
told that I should sign up for at least three 
seminars to “smooth out” the results, so 
it more resembles long-term true statisti-
cal experience. Although $9,000 is a big 
expenditure, as a student of math and 
statistics I understand the “law of large 
numbers.” I also respected the statistics 
that they had regarding past results. For 
instance, based on 6,000 mailers and their 
quoted .66 percent registration rate, we 
should have around forty registrants (.66 
percent times 6,000 mailers) for each semi-
nar. Understanding that $9,000 is merely 
one decent indexed annuity sale, I wrote a 
$9,000 check for all three seminars!

Although the true registration rate was 
indeed less than what they projected, I did 
get a decent return on my $9,000 invest-
ment. However, I was bothered by the fact 
that there was something archaic about 
writing a check for $9,000, printing out pal-
lets of mailers that may or may not work, 
then hoping and praying that they do work.  
Whether it works or not, you are out $9,000!  
That is you, the agent!  The seminar vendors 
will never lose money with the typical 
setup.  (Note:  I am not bashing direct mail, 
because there are great direct mail vendors and 
systems that have made a ton of agents a ton of 
money!  But there are better methods.)

A couple of points regarding the top-
ics of return on investment and seminar 
expenditures 

1. ROI (Return on Investment) is what 
matters most. Mr. Obvious here! 
Whether the seminar costs $1,000 or 
$9,000, it does not matter to me as long 
as the ROI is there. I know agents that 
will happily fork out $9k over $1k if the 
system that requires $9k has a better 
ROI.  I am one of those people.

2. What ROI guarantees are there?  As I 
learned to a certain extent, having the 
seminar vendor quote ROI numbers is 
a moot point unless there is some sort 
of guarantee around it or some option 
to bail out if the return on investment 
is not happening.  Although I discuss 
in number one that people will hap-
pily pay $9,000 if the ROI is there, the 
anxiety is far more intense when agents 
are shoveling out $9,000 versus $1,000. 
The problem is, with direct mail, once 
those 18,000 mailers are printed the 
expense has to be borne by somebody 
and that turkey is already cooked 
(mailers printed) regardless of what 

the ROI is eventually. That is the reason 
that seminar vendors generally do not 
have some sort of a guarantee or a bail 
out. I do know some vendors that have 
guarantees, but those guarantees come 
at a huge expense.  Again, it seems to 
me that printing out tens of thousands 
of mailers and hoping and praying that 
they work is kind of an archaic process 
in this day and age.  

There are better ways to get better ROIs 
which do not require a massive expenditure 
and that provide the option for the agent to 
“bail out” before spending a ton of money 
if the results are not on track. 

Through the use of social media market-
ing, it is not about printing a ton of expen-
sive material and hoping and praying that 
it works.  Social media marketing is a pay 
as you go system. For instance, within the 
first $100 that is spent on the social media 
campaign I can identify if it is going to be 
successful or not. Everything from the text 
to the landing pages to the videos to the 
colors to the algorithm is proven.  However, 
what I am saying in that last sentence is just 
words in the eyes of many folks.  So, because 
of the way social media marketing works, 
the agent can rest assured that if for some 
reason it is not successful, the agent has the 
option of bailing out, adjusting the seminar 
location, or adjusting the messaging.  

The punchline is this:  In this day and 
age, if somebody has a tested and proven 
social media system, you do not have to 
write massive checks and hope and pray 
that you get results.  

Again, I spent a lot of money on testing 
to get the right formula so the agents do 
not have to.  For much of the formula, if I 
told you too much I would have to, well, 
you know...  The point is, if a system is 

Through the use of social media marketing, it is 
not about printing a ton of expensive material 

and hoping and praying that it works.”

“
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tested and refined, you can get in front of 
people for as little as $20-$30 per qualified 
registrant. That’s right!  

For a seminar, a marketing budget of as 
little as $1,000 can be sufficient in many 
cases.  That can get you in front of  30 to 50 
registrants.  Of course, results vary based 
on the seminar topic. Our number one topic 
gets registrants for $20-$25 per household. 
Furthermore, with social media, after we 
have spent only $100 or so in marketing, an 
astute social media experienced eyeball can 
identify if that campaign is going to work 
or not in that geographic area.  If it is not 
working, wouldn’t it be nice if the seminar 
vendor called you, the agent, and said, “Here 
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are the results so far and you’ve spent $100, do 
you want to continue, adjust the location, or do 
you want the rest of your money back?”  

With an expenditure as small as $1,000 
that is effectively risk free to the agent, it 
is definitely a different take on seminar 
systems.  As I told somebody last week, 
“Don’t take the low cost as being a Thrift Shop 
cheap system.  I almost feel petty, and as if I am 
devaluing the process when I use $1,000 as an 
example. However, with technology today, a lot 
of things have gotten cheaper and higher quality.  
Have you bought a television lately? They are 
cheaper than ever and are smarter than a main-
frame computer was 20 years ago.  Technology 
is a beautiful thing.”  In the seminar world, 

today’s TV is social media. The TV from 20 
years ago is direct mail.  Of course, I under-
stand that not everybody is on social media 
and there is power in getting a physical 
mailer in your mailbox!

What I just explained is significantly 
different than spending $9,000 and cross-
ing your fingers.  To me, when it comes to 
seminar systems and the capabilities that 
we have with social media, the future is 
extremely exciting versus agents having to 
bear an expense that may or may not work.  

We have not even discussed consumer 
webinars, which have grown in popularity 
as well. 


